Control of the molecular density in a chemically adsorbed thiophene system monolayer
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Abstract. Chemically absorbed monolayers (CAM) of thiienyl functionalized n-alkyltrichlorosilane 11-(3-thienyl) undecyltrichlorosilane (TUTS) have been prepared with two methods which are the standard technique (TUTS-STD) and the twice adsorption method (TUTS-TAM). The existence of TUTS-CAM was confirmed with water contact angle measurements, calculation of thickness with ellipsometry, fourier transform infrared reflection adsorption spectroscopy (FTIR-RAS). Here are described is the comparison of TUTS-STD and TUTS-TAM characterized by using Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis (ESCA) and ultraviolet visible (UV-vis) absorption spectroscopy. TUTS-TAM showed more densely packing than TUTS-STD by these measurements. Moreover, these TUTS-CAM polymerized by chemical oxidative polymerization and UV-Vis absorption spectra was measured to confirm the conjugated bond length of the polymerized thiienyl groups. UV-vis spectra of the polymerized TUTS-CAM showed a new broad absorbance band at longer wavelength than 700nm.

1 Introduction

Chemically absorbed monolayers (CAM) are closely packed monomolecular films that can be used to modify different substrates surface. Moreover, it was reported in other studies that the molecular density of 14-bromotrichlorosilane-CAM was increased by twice adsorption method (TAM) [1]. The first chemical adsorption of TUTS-TAM was conducted with less time than the time to form saturated CAM in order to leave the non-adsorbed portion on the substrates surface. And then, the second chemical adsorption was conducted to fill the non-adsorbed portion. In this paper, we have tried to prepare the high molecular density TUTS-TAM. Finally, the polymerization degrees of TUTS-TAMs and TUTS-STD depending on the molecular density were compared.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Materials

11-(3-thienyl) undecyltrichlorosilane (TUTS) which has a thiienyl group at the molecular end, a trichlorosilyl group at the other end, and a hydrocarbon group at the middle portion was synthesized by NARD institute, Ltd [2]. Acetone, chloroform, acetonitrile (Wako Pure Chemical Industries Ltd), Ethanol (Japan Alcohol Trading co., Ltd) and iron (III) chloride (Merck KGaA) were used as received. Chloroform, acetonitrile and dimethyl silicone fluid (Shin-Etsu Chemical Co., Ltd) were dried by molecular sieves 4A (mecalai tesque) prior to use.

2.2 Pre-treatment of the substrates

Prior to the preparation of monolayer, the substrate were sonicated in chloroform, acetone and ethanol, followed by drying in a dry air, and cleaning with excimer lamp (UER20-172B, Ushio INC).

2.3 Standard technique

Adsorption of TUTS on the substrates was carried out in dry nitrogen atmosphere. The pre-treated substrates were immersed in the fresh TUTS solution (0.01 M) diluted with dimethyl silicone for 120 minutes to prepared TUTS-STD, and then the substrate was rinsed with copious amounts of chloroform and acetone, and dried in a dry air and held in a laboratory conditions for 24 hours.
2.4 Twice adsorption method

Preparation of the high density TUTS-CAMs on the substrates surface were carried out in dry nitrogen atmosphere. The pre-treated substrates were immersed in the fresh TUTS solution (0.01 M) diluted with dimethyl silicone for 10, 30 and 60 minutes to prepare first loosely packed TUTS-CAMs, and then the substrate were rinsed with copious amounts of chloroform and dried in a dry air and held in a laboratory conditions for 24 hours. Moreover, these substrates covered with the first TUTS-CAMs were immersed in the fresh TUTS solution (0.01 M) diluted with dimethyl silicone for 120 minutes to increase the molecular density of TUTS-CAMs and then the high density TUTS-CAMs were rinsed with copious amounts of chloroform and acetone, and dried in a dry air and held in a laboratory conditions for 24 hours.

2.5 Polymerization of TUTS-CAM

An oxidant solution of iron (III) chloride (0.224 g, FeCl$_3$, 1.38 mmol) was prepared with acetonitrile (50 mL). All TUTS-CAMs on the substrate were polymerized in the oxidant solution in dry nitrogen atmosphere for 10 minutes. The polymerized TUTS-CAMs were rinsed with acetonitrile, and dried under a stream of nitrogen gas.

2.6 Characterization of TUTS-CAM

The water droplet contact angles of 3.0 μL on the silicon wafers covered with the TUTS-CAMs were measured using the contact angle meter (CA-VP150, Kyowa Interface Science Co., Ltd). The water droplet contact angles were calculated from the CCD camera image of the droplet with integrated multi-functional soft-ware (FAMAS, Kyowa Interface Science Co., Ltd). The water used for contact angle measurements was obtained from the water purification equipment (PURE LITE, organo corporation).

The surface oxide thickness of the silicon wafers used and the thickness of the TUTS-CAMs on the silicon wafers were measured with the DHA-XA/M8 automatic ellipsometer (Mizoijili Optical Co., Ltd) attached a He-Ne laser (λ : 632.8 nm, 0.8 mW) at incident angles of 70°. In order to obtain an accurate determination of film thickness, the optical constants of SiO$_2$ (n : 1.460, k : 0) and TUTS-CAM (n : 1.488, k : 0) were used.

The infrared reflection absorption spectra (IR-RAS) of TUTS-CAMs on the sputtered SiO$_2$ / Al glass substrate were obtained in the wavenumber region of 3000-2800 cm$^{-1}$ using FT-IR spectrometer (Nicolet 8700 FT-IR Spectrometer, Thermo Fisher Scientific). The incident light was polarized in S-polarization by the polarizer (ZnSe Polarizer for FT-80, Thermo Electron Co.).

The ESCA spectra of TUTS-CAMs on the silicon wafers were measured on a VersaProbe PHI 5000 Scanning ESCA Microprobe (ULVAC-PHI, inc) attached monochromatic Al-Kα X-ray source. The C1s signal due to the carbon chain of TUTS at 284.6 eV was used as the energy reference to correct for the charging.

UV-vis absorption spectra of TUTS-CAMs on the quartz glass were taken with the UV-vis spectrophotometer (UV-1800, Shimadzu Corporation).

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 TUTS-CAM by the standard technique

In order to optimize the preparation conditions for manufacturing the homogeneous and smooth TUTS-CAM, the immersion times were changed at different time. Figure 1 shows that the water contact angles and thickness change of TUTS-CAMs measured. The contact angles and the thickness increased with increasing the immersion times, and levelled off over 120 minutes.

![Fig. 1. Water contact angle (Solid line) and thickness (Dashed line) changes of TUTS-CAMs as a function of the immersion times.](image)

Figure 2 shows IR-RAS of TUTS-CAMs. The asymmetric stretching vibration modes due to CH$_2$ ($ν_α$CH$_2$) were appeared at around 2920-2930 cm$^{-1}$; and the symmetric stretching vibration modes due to CH$_2$ ($ν_s$CH$_2$) were appeared at around 2850-2860 cm$^{-1}$ [3]. The wave number of the $ν_s$CH$_2$ shifted to the red direction with increasing the immersion times, and the red shift levelled off over 120 minutes, as shown in Fig. 3. This indicate that the molecular density of TUTS-CAM were densely and fully packed over 120 minutes. The infrared absorption frequency of the monolayer is generally calculated using the equation (1) [1].

$$f = \frac{1}{2πc} \sqrt{\frac{K}{μ}}$$

where, $f$ is the infrared absorption frequency, $π$ is the circle constant, $c$ is the velocity of light, $K$ is the constant of bond strength and $μ$ is the reduced mass. The packing density of the carbon chain becomes higher, the bond stretching of $ν_s$CH$_2$ becomes less. That is, the wavenumber of $ν_s$CH$_2$ peak on the infrared spectra decreased, the molecular density of TUTS-CAM increased. Thus, Fig. 3 shows that the TUTS molecules in the TUTS-CAMs prepared over 120 minutes are densely and fully packed.
3.2 TUTS-CAMs by twice adsorption method (TAM)

According to the TUTS-CAM preparation condition for the standard technique (TUTS-STD; the immersion time was 120 min), firstly, the pre-treated substrates were less immersed in the fresh TUTS solution (0.01 M) diluted with dimethyl silicone for 10, 30 and 60 minutes to prepare the loosely packed monolayer of TUTS-CAM. Secondly, these samples were immersed in the fresh TUTS solution (0.01 M) diluted with dimethyl silicone for 120 minutes to prepare the densely and fully packed TUTS-CAM.

The water contact angles and thickness of TAM60 were 82.1° and 16.0 Å, respectively. The water contact angles and thickness of the TUTS-CAM with TAM60 was changed a little, when compared with the TUTS-STD.

Figure 4 shows the UV-vis absorption spectra of TUTS-TAMs. The UV-vis absorption spectroscopy is useful to quantitative measure the thienyl groups in TUTS-CAM. The UV-vis absorption spectra of all TUTS-CAMs showed the sharp absorption bands at the wavelengths of 235 nm. These absorption bands originated from the conjugated bond of the thienyl group.

Figure 5 shows the absorption band area ratios of TUTS-TAMs to TUTS-STD between 210 nm and 260 nm due to TUTS-TAMs and TUTS-STD. TAM60 was the largest band area of all samples; therefore, TAM60 possessing the most thienyl groups on all TUTS-CAMs.

Figure 6 shows the ESCA spectra of four TUTS-CAMs. S 2p3/2 and S 2p1/2 components of the S 2p core level of thienyl group appeared at 164.2 and 165.4 eV, respectively [4]. Moreover, the band areas of S 2p1/2 of three TAMs were compared to that of STD. The band area of TAM60 was the largest on all samples similar to the UV-vis spectra. Therefore Fig. 7 shows that TAM60 possesses the most thienyl groups on all TUTS-CAMs. That is, TAM60 is the highest molecular density TUTS-CAM of all.
3.3 Polymerization of TUTS-CAM

Figure 8 shows the UV-vis absorption spectra of the polymerized four TUTS-CAMs. New broad absorption bands appeared at 350nm, 700nm and over 1100nm in all spectra. These absorption bands appeared on the polymerized TUTS-CAM indicate that the super long conjugated bonds of the poly-thienyl groups may be prepared by this polymerization technique of TUTS-CAMs [5, 6]. Moreover, the band area between 520nm to 900nm of three TAMs were compared with that of STD, as shown in Fig. 9. The band area of TAM60 was the largest on all samples, indicating that the polymerized thienyl groups of TAM60 possesses the most long conjugated bond. The long conjugated bond was increased a little with increasing the TUTS molecular density. However the peak absorption wavelength was not changed on all samples (741.0nm), indicating that the conjugated bond length was not changed on all samples.

4 Conclusion

The most suitable adsorption time to prepare the densely packed TUTS-CAM was 120 minutes by standard technique (STD). The molecular density of TUTS-CAM was more increased by the twice adsorption method (TAM) than by STD. The conjugated length of polymerized thienyl groups of TUTS-TAM increased slightly with increasing the TUTS molecular density.
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